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With more than 1,000 vibrant, full-color illustrations and over 4 hours of detailed video

demonstrations, THE MUSCLE AND BONE PALPATION MANUAL is the most visually engaging

way to help you master and successfully apply palpation techniques in massage therapy. This

innovative text uses unique, richly detailed photographic illustrations of muscles as they appear

under the skin to give you a thorough understanding of effective palpation. This comprehensive

guide provides unparalleled preparation for professional success.Full-color musculoskeletal

overlays depict muscles and bones exactly as they appear when palpated to help you locate tissues

and landmarks with confidence.Comprehensive palpation coverage helps you easily identify muscle

names, attachments, actions, palpation steps, and more.Video demonstrations on two companion

DVDs demonstrate and reinforce correct muscle palpation.Joseph Muscolinoâ€™s popular, concise

writing style makes the science of palpation clear and accessible, encouraging critical thinking

skills.Trigger points and referral patterns included for each muscle provide convenient access to

guidelines for additional client assessment and treatment.Massage-specific treatment options guide

you from palpation and assessment to practical treatment application.Stretching protocols and

illustrations broaden your treatment capabilities.Comprehensive Body Mechanics chapter details 10

guidelines to help maximize efficiency during practice.A massage stroke atlas with information on

draping techniques, massage strokes, and fundamental characteristics of touch helps you efficiently

treat clients.Detailed explanations and full color drawings for bone and bony landmark palpation

provide a comprehensive resource for bone palpation.
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Dana J Lawrence, DC, MMedEd (Palmer College of Chiropractic) This book presents a

comprehensive approach to muscle palpation and human muscular anatomy, providing an overview

of stretching as well as a thorough grounding in palpatory awareness of human muscles. It is amply

illustrated and is complemented by a DVD. It is designed to fill a need in the training of students of

massage therapy. It focuses attention on human muscles, their anatomy, and the most effective

way in which each muscle should be palpated. There is an additional emphasis on stretching and

on trigger points. A book like this is needed in the discipline, and its thoroughness will be an asset in

marketing to other professions in manual therapy. Overall, it does a superb job of meeting the

authors' objectives. The primary audience is students in massage therapy programs, but it will also

find a home in other professions which focus on manual care, such as chiropractic, naturopathy,

napropathy and physical medicine. It is a book that students will embrace, but it is probably a bit

basic for practitioners, although it might be a good reference for them. The first of the three main

parts of the book looks at the art and science of palpation, as well as some information about

stretching (from various viewpoints, such as contract relax and proprioceptive neuromuscular

facilitation). The second part looks at bony palpation and landmarks in the body, while the final part

(which is the meat of the book) provides detailed information on how to palpate all muscles of the

body. It is wonderfully illustrated, with hundreds of high quality illustrations, and the accompanying

DVD demonstrates many of the techniques as well. All illustrations are in color, and the text looks

quite professional. My only quibble is a lack of referencing for the latter chapters, which may reflect

the fact that the book represents the clinical wisdom of the authors. This is a nicely done addition to

the literature. It is logically organized, it covers the material well, and I cannot think of another similar

book that has this level of detail. The DVD is a good addition. There is a wealth of good clinical

information here, well beyond just the palpation skills. There is good information on stretching, and

on trigger points and where they may be located and how they may be palpated. I would feel quite

comfortable recommending this book to my chiropractic students.

----------------------------------------------------------- Weighted Numerical Score: 95 - 4 Stars! "This book is

a comprehensive introduction to learning the skills required to be an effective body worker or

massage therapist. Itâ€™s compiled in such a way to be an effective learning resource for

physiotherapists, osteopaths and chiropractors who require a core textbook, which provides clear

and concise illustration to enhance the learning experience." The Osteopath, 2009



I am a new massage therapist. I purchased this book to help me to easily identify the muscles that I

am working on. This shows you how to easily palpate each muscle. Step by step of where you

fingers need to be and what action is needed to feel the contraction of the muscle. The pictures

throughout the book are excellant. It is a book I browse through to refresh my memory. And to help

me learn more about trigger point patterns. This came with 2 DVD's. I really liked the first one that

showed how to palpate. I am a visual learner so between the pictures in the book and the DVD it

really helped me to learn and remember the information. The second DVD bored me right away. It

was more like a presentation type DVD that I have not watched for more than 5 minutes so I can't

give an honest review about it.

What I like most about this Manual is its incredible usefulness. I used it in school 3 years ago to help

me learn muscles & muscle actions. I keep it handy in my therapeutic massage business now to

help clients understand how various stretches may benefit them. I use this book more than any

other. Easy to follow and very, very helpful.

I bought this to study for massage therapy and it was an amazing resource. I am very visual and the

pictures/ layout of this text book are perfect!! Far superior to any recommended by my college ... it

should be a required text. Detailed explainations and full of useful information. The Author makes

cross references to trigger points that could be coming from each muscle and also shows other

contributing muscles too. Very smart guy!!

Great not for students only but for professionals.

Great reference book for your library. Joseph knows his stuff. Illustrations and explanations are

simple and clear.

A real wonder for one that studies palpation techniques. Highly recommended.

Great book & DVD. Clear, concise mapping of muscle and bones.

Important reference book.
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